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Poland central bank preview
The Monetary Policy Council in Poland meets on Wednesday, 8 June.
Rates are expected to be increased and the National Bank of Poland is
still far from the end of its hiking cycle

National Bank of
Poland in Warsaw

Rates expected to rise
The negative short-term impact of the war in Ukraine on GDP is limited. With a high level of
production backlogs, output growth remains high, but new orders contraction is significant, which
bodes ill for the rest of 2022. However, CPI gets sticky and maybe persistent, requiring further NBP
hikes to offset fiscal expansion (c.3% GDP).

The high level of activity at the turn of 2021/22 means that 2022 GDP growth is likely to average
around 4.7%. Supporting consumption is a slew of nearly 2 million refugees from Ukraine. After a
successful first half of 2022, we face a more difficult second part of the year due to the negative
impact of the war on Polish exports to the East and West, no sustainably high contribution of
inventories in 1Q21 (7.7% of GDP), weaker investment constrained by uncertainty and availability
of supplies, and a downturn in construction as a result of interest rate hikes.

An extended period of elevated inflation lies ahead. We forecast average annual CPI of over 13% in
2022, with a peak of 15-20% YoY in 4Q22. The commodity shock was so strong and widespread
that inflation will remain elevated even when GDP returns near to its potential. Prices are being
pushed up by increases in energy, materials, and transportation. More worrisome is that core
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inflation shows one long stream of month-on-month rises, which we find as evidence of second-
round effects. Domestic demand is so firm that businesses can easily pass higher costs to retail
prices. It will take 2-3 quarters for the recent war shock to fully translate into consumer prices.

Hence, the rhetoric of the National Bank of Poland remains very hawkish. We expect a series of
recent CPI surprises to force the Council to increase rates by 100bp this week, above market
expectations (75bp). We believe the MPC will continue raising rates, bringing the reference rate to
the target level of 8.5% in late 2022/early 2023. With expansionary fiscal policy, we see rate cuts
no sooner than in 2024.

FX and Money Markets
We believe the NBP's policy tightening will be much stronger than either the Fed or the European
Central Bank. In our opinion, this justifies further strengthening of the zloty, especially as market
tensions related to the war are clearly easing. Moreover, comments from the European
Commission point to the imminent launch of the Recovery Fund. This will provide additional
support for the zloty, as EU funds will be exchanged on the market. We expect the €/PLN exchange
rate to reach 4.50 or slightly below by the end of the year. In 2023, the appreciation of the zloty
should continue, even below 4.40 in 4Q23.

Domestic Debt and Rates
We believe that PLN IRS rates are pricing in too low a path for NBP rates. In particular, markets
expect rate cuts as early as next year, which seems unlikely given the expansionary fiscal
policy. This, in our opinion, gives room for PLN IRS to grow.
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purposes without regard to any particular user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING Group
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as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.
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The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
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the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority. ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.
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